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Development Services

If you have committed to developing your  
Infor Baan/ERP LN software by investing in 
appropriate Tools development licences or  
through a source code agreement then  
Neustro can ensure that you gain the very  
best value through rapid design and delivery. 



Infor ERP LN/Baan 
Development Services>

more > knowledge...
We have the people that know Baan and Infor ERP LN inside out. Our knowledge covers the whole breadth of the application  
which ensures that we can help you get the full value from your software investment. The functionality you use is not limited to  
what you already use or know.     

more > experience...
Over the years our work has spanned the specification and development of simple reports all the way to complex new fuctionality 
delivered in new modules that meet the specific needs of a company or industry. 
We are not just software hacks - we enjoy the challenge of understanding your business issues and finding innovative ways of 
resolving them. A team of business analysts are supported by business focussed developers that bring a strong partnership to 
resolving your problems. 

more > local...
We are UK based and we focus on delivering cost effective services to the UK and Eire markets.  
We don’t offshore. This means that you will be able to talk directly with the team that are providing your solution. The entire day is 
productive as we don’t have to deal with time-zones.  
Importantly, we understand your business and what you are trying to achieve as our people have all worked in and delivered  
solutions in the UK.

more > care...
Unlike dedicated software houses or contractors we understand that you may need long-term support for your development as  
your needs change. We provide around-the-clock support to your business so you can be sure that whatever new challenges  
present themselves we can help you deliver functionality that can cope. 

less < expensive...
Traditional thinking suggests that off-shoring development is the cheapest method, and this may be true of large software  
projects. However, adding distance, time-zones and potential problems of communication can soon erode the cost effectiveness  
of such an approach. 
Furthermore, our approach to software development and providing you with business solutions is based around rapid development, 
swift iterations and speedy delivery - which ensures that you gain the value from your investment - meeting your customers’ needs  
or saving money all the sooner.

To learn more about our Infor Baan/ERP LN Development Services contact us for a no-obligation discussion. 
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